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ATLANTA, GA – Char-Griller is proud to announce the charcoal grill perfected: Char-Griller Gravity 980 
Charcoal Grill. By combining the force of gravity and advanced digital technology, the Gravity 980 
delivers classic charcoal flavor with precision temperature control.  
 
After more than 24 months of development and over 26 years of experience manufacturing high 
quality charcoal grills, Char-Griller is proud to introduce a gravity fed charcoal to the market. This 
innovative grilling product automates temperature control, offers versatile cooking temperatures 
across the whole grilling surface, and provides durability to last for years to come.   
 
Precision temperature control is effortless thanks to the Gravity 980’s controller and gravity fed 
hopper. The digital controller is easy-to-use, simply spin the knob to select the desired temperature. 
The variable speed fan stokes the coals providing appropriate airflow to reach the set temperature. 
The charcoal hopper uses gravity, unlit coals fall upon activated charcoal, continuously feeding the 
hopper providing up to 12 hours of smoking time without having to add fuel.   
 
Smoke, grill, sear, bake, roast and more all with one grill. Charcoal fuel delivers the greatest 
temperature versatility. The Gravity 980 can smoke low and slow at 225 degrees and sear up to 700 
degrees, reaching set temperature in less than 20 minutes. The patent pending flame shield located 
directly under the cooking grates provides even heating at all set temperatures, making the cooking 
experience that much easier.  
 
A differentiator for the Gravity 980 is its durability. Char-Griller engineered the product to ensure 
high-wear points of the grill had the protection they need to last season after season. That’s why 
Char-Griller porcelain coated the fire channel, flame shield, and hopper liner, as well as triple 
insulated the hopper to make sure the consumer gets the durability and fuel efficiency they expected 
from a premium product like the Gravity 980.  
 
With the Gravity 980, Char-Griller also launched their first app. Using Bluetooth and/or wifi, 
consumers can set the temperature of the grill, monitor the temperature of food, and keep a close 
eye on the cook without ever opening the lid. The Char-Griller Gravity 980 Charcoal Grill includes all 
the premium features consumers have been asking for in a premium outdoor grill.  
 
The Char-Griller Gravity 980 Charcoal Grill is now available at Lowes and Menards.  
 
Gravity Links:  
 

More on the Char-Griller Gravity 980  
Char-Griller Gravity at Lowes 

Char-Griller Gravity at Menards 
Char-Griller Gravity 980 FAQs  

 
 



ABOUT CHAR-GRILLER: 
 
Char-Griller is an industry leading grill manufacture known for introducing the first mass market 
barrel style charcoal grill in 1993. Today, Char-Griller is an innovation leader in charcoal grills, 
charcoal smokers, dual fuel grills, kamado grills, and outdoor gas griddles. Char-Griller prides 
themselves on building grills as hard working as their customers.  


